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Source / Free 2d Software. 100% Full-Length Movies ; Instant Watch Anytime ; 1000+ Languages. Enjoy the video "Habibie Ainun" from

the movie "Toward Kananga". (Hindi)Â . 10+ Download ideas trailer film, streaming movies online, cinema 21.The present invention
relates to a specimen cassette and a sterilization method by which a state in which surfaces of specimens can be cleaned is acquired

without fail. The specimen incubator used to store specimens stored, for example, in a refrigerator has a cassette receiving chamber in
which a specimen cassette having specimens stored is to be installed. The specimen cassette is a case in which a sheet-like sheet

member called a specimen carrier and a double-sided adhesive tape adhered to one surface of the sheet member are disposed on a
sheet member so as to face each other. The specimen carrier is formed of an impermeable, synthetic resin film, for example, and has a

hole at a portion thereof which holes the specimens in a state in which the specimen carrier and a double-sided adhesive tape are
bonded to each other. An example of conventional sterilization methods will now be described. When sterilizing a cassette receiving

chamber in a specimen incubator, a cassette receiving chamber is placed in a sterilization chamber, for example, and a nitrogen gas is
fed to the chamber for sterilization. If a cassette is located in the cassette receiving chamber of the sterilization chamber, the nitrogen
gas flows through a gap of the cassette and diffuses to the outside of the cassette. Therefore, a specimen in the cassette is not stirred

so that a proper temperature condition cannot be kept. In view of the problem, there has been known a method in which a cassette
receiving chamber is disposed in a sterilization chamber in order to prevent diffusion of the nitrogen gas into the cassette and the like.

In sterilization of a cassette receiving chamber by this method, a cassette is placed into the cassette receiving chamber of a
sterilization chamber and the chamber is then subjected to sterilization. In the above method, however, a cassette placed in the

cassette receiving chamber is not sufficiently thermally insulated, and an object of thermal insulation is not achieved. Moreover, a
sterilizing operation is carried out by a heating apparatus and the like, but the heating apparatus is not necessarily sufficient to steril
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